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Information Services 
 
minutes 
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Gyle Square 
1 South Gyle Crescent 
EDINBURGH EH12 9EB 
Telephone 0131 275 6000  
 

 
 

DAISy Information Governance Subgroup: 
 
Date:    Tuesday 5th May 2015 
Venue:  Meridian Court Room 6.5 
Time:   10:00 am -12:00 am 
 
Present: 
Fiona MacKenzie (FM, Chair), Elaine Strange (ES), Kathy McGregor (KM),  Parveen Chishti (PC), 
Alistair Stewart (ASt), Austin Smith (ASm),  Isobel Brown (IB), Jillian Neilson (JN), Craig Tannahill 
(CT), Lindsay Mathie (LM,) Hilary Scott (HS), Linda Surgenor (LS), 
Apologies: 
Hugh Robertson (HR), Elaine Lawlor (EL) 
 
1. Welcome & Introductions  
FM welcomed everyone to the meeting.  
 
2. Minutes from previous meeting 
The minutes from the previous meeting were accepted as true and accurate record.   
 
3. Data Sharing and DAISy (LM/ES) 
 
LM and ES tabled a paper outlining 4 potential options for sharing data. The group agreed Option 1 
(sharing data across all ADPs/NHS Boards) would be unlikely to be endorsed by National IG group. 
The group agreed that scenarios 2 and 3 (sharing within NHS Boards/ADPs) would be more robust 
options in terms of IG principles; however more work is required around risks and mitigating 
potential risks. The group agreed it would be useful to take the proposals with risks etc to the next 
IG Leads National meeting on the 3rd of June. 
 
Following an agreement on the data sharing model Information Sharing Protocols will need to be 
in place for all the partnerships. LM/ES to explore options on Information Sharing Protocols. 
 
Action: LM/ES update data sharing options and explore options for ISPs 
Action: LM to attend next IG Leads group and feedback to sub group 
 
 
A discussion also took place about prison information. The agreed this should be dealt with 
separately.  
 
The issue of which areas currently do not submit anaonymised data was raised. ES pointed out 
there were completeness tables which can be circulated. 
 
Action: ISD send out completeness tables to sub group 
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4.Privacy Impact Assessment (KM/AS) 
 
KM pointed out the current PIA will need to be updated based on agreement sought on data 
sharing agreement. LM/ES will undertake further work on Data Sharing Options. IB/CT/JN will also 
have a look at PIA and get back to the group. 
 
Action: IB/CT/JN to meet and discuss PIA and feedback to IG group 
Action: LM/ES will undertake further work on data sharing options. 
 
 
 
5. DAISy Information Governance Awareness Sessions 
 
KM updated the group that further work has been undertaken on the training materials. 
 
Initially it was intended to hold these awareness sessions in May/June. However given there are 
still agreements required on data sharing models it was agreed to postpone these sessions until 
after the summer. The group agreed it would be useful for IG leads to attend theses sessions 
depending on availability.  LM would attend the IG Leads meeting on the 3 June.  IB/CT/JN agreed 
they would also consider the content of the awareness materials. 
 
Action; KM to send round dates to IG leads 
Action: IB/CT/JN to meet and discuss this and feedback to IG group 
 
 
6. Feedback on service user leaflet 
 
AS provided feedback on the service user leaflet he has had following discussions within SDF. 
Service  users consulted were shown the draft leaflet with minimum explanation for the sake of 
context.  General comments included: 

• ‘Why are they producing this now?’ 
• ‘Who is going to explain your rights?  You just want to get started on treatment – you 

would sign anything’ 
• ‘When you first present at drug services you are all over the place’ 
•  ‘It isn’t clear what they are doing but they’re just covering themselves’ 
• ‘They have never told us this stuff before‘ 
• Concerns raised about who the data will be shared with, for example they didn’t want 

information shared with housing 
 
 
Also the leaflet gives very little information explicitly or implicitly about DAISy. The group agreed 
it would be useful to have more background information in DAISy. KM will update the leaflet 
based on comments/concerns and send round sub group 
 
Action:  KM to update leaflet  
 
 
7. Date of next meeting 
 
22ND June Meeting Room G6, Meridian Court 
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